Academic Audit Application Updates

New Features

- Faster audit rendering up to 50%
- University details for transfer courses
- Audit developments
- Students will now be able to easily see when an advisor has reviewed their plan with a ‘reviewed’ tag and a thumbs up near the top of their audit
- Clearer differentiation for the Program QPA (PQPA in the audit) and a constraint level QPA
- More clarity around classes that are officially registered, but not in their Stellic plan. Display a “registered” tag, as well as the “not in plan” tag

Fixed Issues

- See error notifications or ‘timeout’ warnings during audit publishing. This will give you more information on why audit publishing may not complete
- The exception pop-up box will now disappear when it’s supposed to
- Loading issues when creating a template from another template, and changing the audit version is now fixed

Visit www.stellic.com for more information about the Stellic planning and advising platform.